You Are Invited...

Come join the Faculty Senate in wishing Maria Marques a Happy Retirement and thanking her for 15+ years of service to the University of Hartford.

**TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH**
1:30 P.M. – 3:30 P.M.

Includes Jazz Musical Performance

**JOSELOFF GALLERY, University of Hartford**

RSVP: 860.768.4789, or e-mail: facsenate@hartford.edu

---

UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
200 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06117

Parking: The closest lot to the **Joseloff Gallery** is the K-Visitor lot, right in front of the Art School’s Renee Samuels Center. From there, walk down the hill toward the Harry Jack Gray Center. The gallery will be in the first brick building you meet on your left.

Accessibility: The gallery is handicapped accessible. The sidewalk adjacent to the K-Visitor parking lot leads to a ramp that brings you to the gallery’s front door.